Green Medley
Green Door
Midnight one more night without sleepin' M on palm, sign for night/ right hand bent, fingers brush down cheek
Watchin' 'til the mornin' V fingers from eye forward pointing at audience
flat left palm up, right palm down, wiggles across
comes creepin' shake G hand
Green door K hands bump
what's that secret you're keepin'?
Solo 1: ________________________________________________________
There's an old piano
“
And they play it hot
“
Behind the green door Solo 2: ________________________________________________________
Don't know what they're doin'
“
But they laugh a lot
“
Behind the green door Solo 3: ________________________________________________________
Wish they'd let me in
“
So I could find out
“
What's behind the green door
right hand knocks on left palm/1
Knocked once index finger from chin forward/point across body
Tried to tell 'em I've been there flat palms up, left forward, right slams next to it
Door slammed 5 hands face chest, wiggle fingers, swipe to shoulders/point across body
Hospitality's thin there index at temple, draw circle/point across body
Wonder just what's goin' on in there
Solo 1: ________________________________________________________
Saw an eyeball peepin'
“
Through a smoky cloud
“
Behind the green door Solo 2: ________________________________________________________
When I said Joe sent me
“
Someone laughed out loud
“
Behind the green door Solo 3: ________________________________________________________
All I want to do is join the happy crowd
“
Behind the green door
“
Musical Interlude
Midnight one more night without sleepin'
Watchin' 'til the mornin'
comes creepin'
Green door
what's that secret you're keepin'?

M on palm, sign for night/ right hand bent, fingers brush down cheek
V fingers from eye forward pointing at audience
flat left palm up, right palm down, wiggles across
shake G hand
K hands bump

shake G hand
Green door K hands bump
what's that secret you're keepin'? shake G hand
Green door!
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The Unicorn Song
There were green alligators shake G hand/ extended arms, claws bite
snap thumb and forefinger under chin
and long-necked geese C hand draws hump
Some humpty-backed camels C hands scratch front of shoulders
and some chimpanzees thumb and forefinger pull whisker/ R finger taps side of nose
Some cats and rats right flat palm from nose up and out (trunk)
and elephants, flat palms, right behind, right slides under and arcs forward
but sure as you're born 5 hand in front of face to O at chin, pop open
But the loveliest of all right index from forehead forward
was the unicorn
A long time ago,
when the earth was green
And there were more kinds of animals
than you've ever seen
They'd run around free
while the earth was being born
But the loveliest of all
was the unicorn
green alligators
and long-necked geese
Some humpty-backed camels
and some chimpanzees
Some cats and rats
and elephants,
but sure as you're born
But the loveliest of all
was the unicorn
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point to watch
shake G hand
thumbs up at chest, scratch
V fingers from eye forward pointing at audience
fists cross at chest, pull apart
flat palms, right behind, right slides under and arcs forward
5 hand in front of face to O at chin, pop open
right index from forehead forward
shake G hand/ extended arms, claws bite
snap thumb and forefinger under chin
C hand draws hump
C hands scratch front of shoulders
thumb and forefinger pull whisker/ R finger taps side of nose
right flat palm from nose up and out (trunk)
flat palms, right behind, right slides under and arcs forward
5 hand in front of face to O at chin, pop open
right index from forehead forward

